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About This Game

Rush to Adventure is a retro fantasy speedrunning adventure. Inspired by classic NES titles like Zelda, Mario and Castlevania.
You awaken on the shore of a cursed island. Your only way off the island is to fight the monsters and lift the curse.

Exploration and action

The game is divided into two parts. You explore the non-linear island in a top-down view. This is where you talk to islanders,
visit shops etc. The levels are played as a side-scrolling platformer. You must reach the end of the level or fight a boss to unlock

more parts of the island.

Adventure and speedrunning

Slay monsters to gain xp and level up. Collect coins to buy items and weapons. At the end of each level you are scored and
receive a rank. Play for the adventure or replay levels for better times and higher scores, to improve your rank.

 Highly replayable through ranking system and 4 difficulties

 41 levels (6 types: fields, forest, cave, tower, graveyard and temple)
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 5 golem mini-bosses and 4 bosses

 9 high quality retro NES style songs

 14 different swords, shields and armors

 4 attributes to level up (strength, health, stamina and speed)

 3 unlockable abilities (Dive Attack, Power Attack and Sprint)

 8-bit NES style graphics and gameplay
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Title: Rush to Adventure
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, RPG
Developer:
Digital Awakening
Publisher:
Digital Awakening
Release Date: 11 Sep, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP SP2 or better

Processor: Intel Celeron / Athlon Sempron or better

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: Open GL 2.0 compatible or better

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 25 MB available space

English
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Did you ever think to yourself "Man, Portal is too easy. I wish Valve's playtesters hadn't weeded out the 5 emancipation grid
room, or thrown up when walking on the ceiling"? Well, you're in luck.

This game is, from my vague knowledge of Metroid, a hybrid of Portal and Metroid. You are a scientist, stuck in his lab, with
all the areas therin sealed off by devious puzzles only solvable by your gateway (Portal) devices. Yes, devices. You get the basic
one early on, but then you find yourself needing to rotate gravity, and link time AND space, and make yourself small (or large,
but I managed to Portal all the large situations) through the same device. As you get more unlocks, you can explore more of the
map, and open up harder puzzles.

This doesn't have GLaDOS, but the cruel puzzles make up for it (you can buy automated solutions for just 25 hint orbs, but
generally the 5 orb "Is this possible yet?" question is more entertaining).

If you want a very much easier platformer with the same time mechanics as here you can check out Shuggy by the same dev.
But it is very very easy, and I'd only recommend it to kids. Seasoned platformers are going to find that the only challenge here is
trying to complete two player co-op with one character on each hand.. Monster Garden is a game that's just as much about the
love of being silly as it is about monster acceptance. I followed the development of this game for quite a while, and the game
has lived up to most of my expecations.

This is a game with a style all of its' own. It kind of reminds me of Earthbound or Undertale, except on a much smaller scale.
There's an undescribable aura that envelops the game and it seeps from the art all the way down into the writing creating a game
that's wholly unique from the ground up. It was almost as if this game was nutured as well by the one-man team developer as the
titular Monster Garden is by Bobo.

The biggest highlight for the game would have to be the writing. In such a short game, you might imagine that it is difficult to
connect with any of the characters on a deep level. Suprisingly though, I bonded more with these monsters in 30 minutes than I
do with characters from games from bigger companies.

While I do think that the shorter run-time can be an asset and may indeed be there to encourage multiple playthroughs, it would
probably be what I site as the biggest detractor for me with this game. I found myself wanting to get better acquainted with
characters, but before I knew it the final garden was already finished.

All in all, a great little romp that makes me intrigued to see more from this developer in the future!. PeriAreion is a complex
survival game on the surface of Mars. This game does a great job of getting all of the practical science aspects correct. The
creators have done their homework as far as understanding the actual challenges to creating a living community on Mars. The
movement and visuals in the game seemed to flow very well. There are a lot of variables to consider in order to "win." For this
reason, I would say this game is a little more difficult than most games are. One of the main benefits to purchasing this game is
that the developers are very responsive. They want to create a game that the consumer likes and improve the game accordingly..
i dont like it
its the same over and over not fun at all. My current favorite game on steam - a hidden gem! It's tragic that most people haven't
found this game. Definitely worth the price for me. Reminds me a lot of FTL. I think if you like FTL, you'll like this game. I
watched the videos on the store page, thought I would enjoy the game, and enjoyed it even more than I imagined. I wouldn't pay
much attention to negative reviews before October 13th 2017 - the latest patch. It also helps if you're good at doing
minesweeper quickly.

Current best run: got to 99% and died. Also died a little inside, in real life. :)
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Intolerable. The translation is so bad that it barely makes sense. The game has no branching paths or options - you *must* do the
next thing to advance time. Bad bad bad. The music and art style are all it has going for it, and it's been done better elsewhere.
Get literally any Artifex Mundi HOG rather than this tragedy.. Visually stunning, with cute characters and a soothing
soundtrack. Gameplay is relaxed but sometimes requires sophisticated timing. Best played with a controller.. Pros:
-It can fly and mostly gets to the destination with awesome fuel efficiency (from FS Economy point of view).
-Nice interior, in this version exterior lights work better than in previous builds.
Also, some people write in reviews that there are no manuals. Well, I browsed addon folder in FSX\/DLC and found 9
documents (but honestly a 8-minute video of some youtuber with simple explanation worth more than even their "quick start
guide". Manuals are interesting to read, but they are as boring as real aircraft manual (or even SOP) could be).

Cons:
-Can't enter flight plan from scratch.
-Doesn't see newly made flight plans (flight must be restarted to do so).
-Sometimes in cruise with time acceleration it sucks fuel from 01 only.
-Fuel transfer actually is not a transfer but a switch to choose tanks in use.
-03 to 01 works with 03 to 02 while 01 to 03 cannot work with 01 to 02 - weird fuel "transfer" issue.
-Crashes on STAR\/SID selection (sometimes!).
-Gives wrong lists of SIDs and STARS for every airport.
-AP cannot be disengaged after engaging (makes pilot hold AP master button to control aircraft on landing).
-VNAV, CLB, VS, ALT buttons work buggy (sometimes they don't act as intended).
-VS selector knob inverted.
-FINAL not working,
-AP doesn't follow activated approach.
-AP doesn't switch waypoints (although if you DO have waypoints you could do this manually by clicking them... well, at least
ONCE I managed!).. Nice little game, easy 100%. It has some true potential, but as of now it has many glitches. Unfortunately it
seems the developer dropped the towel already. It has been in early access for ages.. They did leave out a bunch of different
variations on the world themes and the celebration theme, but I thought they did a good job with the music.. So cute. I actually
don't mind the music either. (I usually play games without music), Only a couple of probems, 1) I can't figure out what it's all
about. I hear crashing sounds and sometimes when I go past the glowing white rock I go faster. If I don't keep planting on a
planet all the plants die. But what else? What is the crashing? What do I do with the bee? How do I get the giraffee unstuck
from wherever it's stuck in (its in a blue place. just blue, can't even see him) 2) It gets me dizzy. I get motion sick and man, this
game gets me dizzy. I wish the camera movement were different so I didnt feel like I am spinning with my character. Still, over
all its fun for a few minutes of chilld rolling around on various planets.. 1. Play the game and leave for watching anime
2. EZ 5K achievement. I finished the game in about 6 Hrs while being lazy. Only truly stuck on lvl 14 for second which made
me think outside the box. With all that said, the game is smooth and polished... I died many times, seemed like the only way to
progress at times. The game has various glitches that leave XYZ area boxes still visible from the mouse left over.

The game relates to Qbeh-1, Stephens Sausage roll, and Portal mixed as one game less than 20 levels.

Price Point: at $13, it's okay, in all honesty I think $6 is what it's worth for time vs puzzles. $1 per physical hour.

Either way, the game was an enjoyable twist on first person puzzles.. One of my favorites. Great game to unwind with. There is
an element of strategy, and a great dose of hand-eye coordination. Easy to just shut out everything and zone out in the game...
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